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Abstract. Measuring specular surfaces can be realized by means of deflectometric measurement systems with

at least two reference planes as proposed by Petz and Tutsch (2004). The results are the point coordinates and

the normal direction of each valid measurement point. The typical evaluation strategy for continuous surfaces

involves an integration or regularization of the measured normals. This method yields smooth results of the

surface with deviations in the nanometer range but it is sensitive to systematic deviations. The measured point

coordinates are robust against systematic deviations but the noise level is in the order of micrometers. As an

alternative evaluation strategy a data-fusion process that combines both the normal direction and the point coor-

dinates has been developed. A linear fitting technique is proposed to increase the accuracy of the point coordinate

measurements by forming an objective functional as the mean squared misfit of the gradients with respect to the

point coordinates on the one hand and to the normals on the other hand. Moreover, a constraint on the maximal

change of the coordinate measurements is added to the optimization problem. To minimize to objective under

the constraint a projected gradient method is used. The results show that the proposed method is able to adjust

the point coordinate measurement to the measured normals and hence decrease the spatial noise level by more

than an order of magnitude.

1 Introduction and measurement principle

The combination of close range photogrammetry and struc-

tured illumination is well established in the field of three-

dimensional measurements of diffusely reflecting surfaces.

The so-called fringe projection technique is based on the tri-

angulation principle and makes use of at least one electronic

camera and one projector. By means of structured illumina-

tion, which especially involves phase shifting techniques, the

surface under test is optically coded. Based on this spatial

coding, the camera images can be evaluated in a way that de-

livers a three-dimensional object point for each image pixel.

This fringe projection technique depends on the optical

imaging of the surface under test onto the image sensor of

the camera. This requires a minimum amount of diffusely

scattered light from the surface. For reflecting surfaces the

amount of diffusely scattered light is very low – in the ideal

case there should be no scattered light at all. Reflecting sur-

faces therefore are not directly visible, but their presence can

affect the propagation of light in a characteristic way (Tutsch

et al., 2011).

It is a common experience that an image generated by re-

flection at a curved mirror shows characteristic deformations.

These optical deformations of an object’s mirror image carry

information about the geometry of the reflective surface. If

the imaged object is a known regular pattern, observed defor-

mations of the pattern can be taken as an indication of form

deviations or defects of the surface under test. This tech-

nique, known as deflectometry, is well suited for the qual-

itative inspection of reflective surfaces. An absolute shape

measurement, however, is not possible directly. As can be

seen in Fig. 1, in general there are various combinations of

position and orientation of a mirror element that lead to the

same observation.
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Figure 1. Ambiguity of determination of position and orientation

of a mirror element in deflectometry (Tutsch et al., 2011).

Figure 2. Principle of an enhanced deflectometric approach using

two reference pattern positions (Tutsch et al., 2011).

This ambiguity can only be resolved by additional infor-

mation. For instance assumptions can be made concerning

the properties of the mirror surface. Then the surface can

be reconstructed by means of regularization (Werling et al.,

2009). However, the parameters of this reconstruction pro-

cess have to be determined by other means, such as approx-

imation or additional measurements for at least one point on

the surface (Li et al., 2012).

Petz and Ritter (2011), Petz and Tutsch (2004), and Petz

(2006) therefore proposed an enhanced deflectometric ap-

proach, shown in Fig. 2, that solves the ambiguity discussed

for the basic approach. The enhanced approach uses at least

two different positions of the reference pattern, which can

easily be realized by moving the reference structure with a

linear stage. With this approach not only the camera defines

a unique ray for each image point, but also the information

Figure 3. Setup for deflectometric measurements according to the

enhanced approach shown in Fig. 2 (Petz, 2006).

from the spatially coded reference patterns delivers an un-

ambiguous ray. The intersection of these two rays defines

the location of the object point. In addition to the three-

dimensional position of the object point also the surface nor-

mal in that point can be determined, as for the reflective sur-

face the law of reflection must be valid.

A technical realization of the approach illustrated in Fig. 2

can be seen in Fig. 3 (Petz, 2006). As reference structure

a common LCD-TFT display is used. The absolute two-

dimensional spatial coding of the display area is accom-

plished by a combination of phase shifting techniques and

a heterodyne approach for deconvolution. The display is

mounted onto a motorized linear stage and can thus be moved

to various positions during the measurement process. The ob-

ject under test will be mounted in the position where the fig-

ure shows a calibration mirror, so that the camera observes a

mirror image of the LCD display.

As mentioned above, the enhanced deflectometric ap-

proach directly delivers three-dimensional coordinates of the

observed surface points. Thus there is no need for surface re-

construction by means of regularization or integration of the

surface slope. However, a closer investigation of the mea-

surement data reveals that the direct measurement of coordi-

nates is more sensitive to noise than the measurement of the

surface normals. In earlier evaluations Petz (2006) has shown

that the noise of the measured surface is approximately 3 or-

ders of magnitude higher for the direct coordinate measure-

ment than it is for the reconstruction based on the integration

of the surface slopes.

However, the surface reconstruction based on integration

is susceptible to local disturbances and systematic errors.

Therefore an advantageous approach for the surface mea-

surement in deflectometry should consider both, the absolute
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coordinates determined by triangulation and the observed

surface normals. A correspondent approach is the subject of

the present paper.

2 Notation and data type

In this paper the Euclidean norm ‖ · ‖ on R3 will be used.

Vectors v will be written in italic, bold letters and matri-

ces M in bold, capital letters. Scalars c will be written in

italic letters. A matrix A, when of dimension m× n× 3, is

of form A= (Ax,Ay,Az) with Ax , Ay , Az matrices of di-

mension m× n. The vector in the ith row and the j th col-

umn of A is denoted with the lowercase, italic, bold letter

vi,j = (v
x
i,j ,v

y
i,j ,v

z
i,j )

T
∈R3 with its x, y and z coordinates.

If any vector w or matrix A is corresponding to mi,j it will

be written as wi,j or Ai,j .

Furthermore, vec(A) is the vector which contains

the entries of A ∈Rm×n column wise, i.e., vec(A)=(
a1,1,a1,2, . . .,am,1,am,2, . . .,am,n

)T
.

The type of data set being worked with is the result

of a deflectometric measurement process as described ear-

lier in Sect. 1. After postprocessing the data set contains a

matrix P= (Px,Py,Pz) of measured point coordinates to-

gether with its information of neighborhood and a matrix

N= (Nx,Ny,Nz) of measured normal vectors. The normal

vectors ni,j are corresponding to the point coordinates pi,j .

If some measurement point did not yield a valid measure-

ment, the corresponding entries in P and N will be unde-

fined. Hence, each point coordinate has at most eight neigh-

bors, i.e., the eight neighborhood. Point coordinates can have

fewer neighbors because of invalid measurements and also at

the boundary of the measured object.

3 Objective functional for data fusion

As mentioned in Sect. 1 the accuracy of the normal vectors

is approximately 3 orders of magnitude higher than the accu-

racy of the measured point coordinates. The purpose of this

section is to combine both measured data sets with the objec-

tive to get consistent data.

To that end an objective functional will be defined that will

fuse the data in a process of optimization. According to the

measurement process, it is known that the x and the y coor-

dinates of the point coordinates are more trustworthy com-

pared to the z coordinates. Hence, the objective is to adjust

the z coordinate with respect to the orientation of the mea-

sured surface.

The first idea is to take a look at the normal vectors. For

every measured point coordinate a calculated normal can be

defined by the cross product with two neighboring point co-

ordinates. Then the normals can be compared by minimiz-

ing the mean squared misfit of the measured and the calcu-

lated normals. However, this objective functional leads to an

optimization problem which is nonlinear with respect to the

z coordinate. This is because the mapping from the point co-

ordinates to the normals is highly nonlinear. This kind of op-

timization problem is surely solvable, but costly in realiza-

tion.

By rethinking about information of surface orientation be-

side normal vectors, gradient vectors come to mind. Gradi-

ents carry the same information about the surface structure as

normals. Hence, gradients can be calculated separately with

respect to each measured normal and to the z coordinates of

each point coordinate.

Thus, an objective functional can be formed as the mean

squared misfit of two kinds of calculated gradients. On the

one hand, gradients calculated with respect to the normal

vectors and, on the other hand, to the point coordinates. With

this approach a quadratic objective functional will be ob-

tained.

First the gradient vector g corresponding to the normal

vectors is formed by rearranging the vectors. The first mn

rows of g are the partial derivatives of the z coordinate with

respect to the x coordinate and the second mn rows are the

partial derivatives with respect to the y coordinate. Thus, g

is given by

g =∇Pz =

(
−Nx/Nz

−Ny/Nz

)
,

and is of dimension 2mn.

Next the gradient with respect to the point coordinates

will be calculated. In order to do that, all neighbors in the

eight neighborhood of one point coordinate pi,j , for all

i = 1,2, . . .,m and j = 1,2, . . .,n, will be located, and build

the vectors v1, . . .,v8 from pi,j to its neighbors. The vectors

v1, . . .,v8 have form

v1 =

(
pxi−1,j−1−p

x
i,j

p
y

i−1,j−1−p
y
i,j

)
,

...

v8 =

(
pxi+1,j+1−p

x
i,j

p
y

i+1,j+1−p
y
i,j

)
.

The point coordinate pi,j with its possible neighbors and

the vectors vk , k = 1, . . .,8, are shown in Fig. 4. Note that the

grid defined by the point coordinates is usually not regular.

On the one hand the directional derivatives of pi,j in di-

rection to its neighbors can be calculated with v1, . . .,v8 as

follows:

∂vkp
z
i,j = vTk · ∇pz

i,j for k = 1, . . .,8. (1)

All directional vectors vTk can be written line by line in a

matrix Vi,j , which is then at most of dimension 8× 2. All

neighbors of a point coordinate are considered into the cal-

culation to obtain a more robust solution. In order to be able

to calculate the matrix Vi,j at all, at least two neighbors are
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Figure 4. Neighborhood of pi,j with vectors v1, . . .,v8 pointing to

all direct neighbors of pi,j .

needed. It can happen that a point coordinate has fewer than

eight neighbors, e.g., at boundary points, so that Vi,j has a

smaller number of rows.

On the other hand, the directional derivatives in direction

of the neighboring points can be calculated by taking the dif-

ferences of the z coordinates of the neighbors of pi,j and pi,j
itself:

∂v1
pzi,j = p

z
i−1,j−1−p

z
i,j ,

...

∂v8
pzi,j = p

z
i+1,j+1−p

z
i,j . (2)

Putting both Eqs. (1) and (2) for the directional derivatives

together, the result is a linear system for ∇pzi,j .

Vi,j · ∇pzi,j

=



1 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 −1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 −1 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 1


·



pzi−1,j−1

pzi−1,j

pzi−1,j+1

pzi,j−1

pzi,j
pzi,j+1

pzi+1,j−1

pzi+1,j

pzi+1,j+1


= C · zi,j

The least-squares solution of this overdetermined system

for the partial derivatives ∇pzi,j is given by

∇pzi,j =

(
∇x p

z
i,j

∇y p
z
i,j

)
=

(
(Vi,j )+ ·C

)
· zi,j ,

with (Vi,j )+ the pseudo inverse of Vi,j . The matrix

Di,j = (Vi,j )+ ·C is the calculated difference matrix of the

point coordinate pi,j .

Since the objective is not to calculate the partial deriva-

tives separately but to calculate all in one, the entries of each

difference matrix Di,j can be written in the proper row and

column of a matrix D, which contains all differences for the

partial derivatives with respect to x in its first mn rows, and

all differences for the partial derivatives with respect to y in

the second mn rows. So D is of dimension 2mn×mn. Note

that since one point coordinate has at most eight direct neigh-

bors, D will be a sparse matrix with at most nine nonzero

entries per row.

In that way, an objective functional is given as the misfit

of the gradients corresponding to the point coordinates and

to the normals,

F(Pz)=
1

2

∥∥g−D · vec(Pz)
∥∥2
,

which will be minimized with respect to Pz. The objective

functional F is quadratic in the vectorized z coordinates of

the points.

Note that the gradient vector g and the difference matrix

D have only to be calculated once at the beginning of the

process.

4 Linear fitting with steepest descent method

The objective functional was formed in Sect. 3 and it is

quadratic in Pz. In this section the focus goes to the mea-

sured data and the optimization process itself.

An optimal Pz corresponding to the x and y coordinates

can easily be found by shifting the z coordinates. Since the

point coordinates are given from a deflectometric measure-

ment process, the z coordinates cannot be shifted without

considering the original position of the measured point coor-

dinates and the occurring measurement uncertainties. Hence,

the points can only be shifted in a given maximal range.

So the estimated accuracy of the coordinate measurement

is used to add a constraint to the optimization problem on the

maximal change of the measured points. We assume that the

point coordinates are disturbed by noise that follows a Gaus-

sian distribution in the z direction with known variance σ .

Hence, the distribution of the sum of all squared distances in

the z direction follows from a chi-squared distribution with

the number of degrees of freedom equal to the number N

of valid measurement points. We deduce that the expected

value of this sum is equal to Nσ 2. We use this value as tol-

erance δ =Nσ 2 and define the set in which the point coordi-

nates are allowed to be shifted as B = {‖ Pz− P̃z‖2 ≤ δ}, the

sphere with radius δ around the measured z coordinate Pz.

The shifted z coordinate is given by P̃z.
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Therefore, with objective functional

F(Pz)= 1
2
‖ g−D · vec(Pz)‖2, the optimization prob-

lem becomes

minPzF(P
z) s.t

∥∥Pz− P̃z
∥∥2
≤ δ.

In order to minimize the objective functional under the

constraint, a projected gradient method will be used. There-

fore, the search direction for the optimum is given by the

negative gradient of F , which is

−∇F(Pz)=−DT
(
D · vec(Pz)−g

)
,

and, hence, the update for each optimization step k with re-

spect to the optimization constraint is

Pzk+1 = ProjB
(
Pzk − τk · ∇F(P

z
k)
)
,

with τk the step size for the iteration k.

The projection of the point coordinates Pzk onto the set B

is given by

ProjB
(
Pzk

)
=Pzk , ‖Pz−Pzk‖

2
≤ δ

Pzk −
(

1−
√
δ

‖Pzk−Pz‖

)(
Pz−Pzk

)
, ‖Pz−Pzk‖

2 > δ.

Now, a sensible choice of the step size τk is to be made.

By observing the objective functional F , it can be seen that a

convex quadratic problem is to be solved.

The valid step size is

τ =
‖ ∇F(Pz)‖2

‖ D · ∇F(Pz)‖2
.

The step size with respect to the gradient of F at Pzk has to be

calculated for each step k.

Putting all results together, the data-fusion algorithm is as

follows.
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Note, that the gradient vector g and the difference matrix
D have only to be calculated once at the beginning of the
process.

4 Linear fitting with steepest descent method

The objective functional was formed in Section 3 and it is
quadratic in Pz. In this section the focus goes to the measured
data and the optimization process itself.

An optimal Pz corresponding to the x- and y-coordinates
can easily be found by shifting the z-coordinates to objec-
tive. Since the point coordinates are given from a deflec-
tometric measurement process, the z-coordinates cannot be
shifted without considering the original position of the mea-
sured point coordinates and the occurring measurement un-
certainties. Hence, the points can only be shifted in a given
maximal range.

So the estimated accuracy of the coordinate measurement
is used to add a constraint to the optimization problem on
the maximal change of the measured points. We assume that
the point coordinates are disturbed by noise that follows a
Gaussian distribution in z-direction with known variance σ.
Hence, the distribution of the sum of all squared distances
in z-direction follows from a chi-squared distribution with
the number of degrees of freedom equal to the number N of
valid measurement points. We deduce that the expected value
of this sum is equal to Nσ2. We use this value as tolerance
δ = Nσ2 and define the set in which the point coordinates are
allowed to be shifted as B = {‖Pz − P̃z‖2 ≤ δ}, the sphere with
radius δ around the measured z-coordinate Pz. The shifted
z-coordinate is given by P̃z.

Therefore, with objective functional
F(Pz) = 1

2‖g−D · vec(Pz)‖2, the optimization problem
becomes

min
Pz

F(Pz) s.t
∥∥∥Pz − P̃z

∥∥∥2 ≤ δ.

In order to minimize the objective functional under the
constraint, a projected gradient method will be used. There-
fore, the search direction for the optimum is given by the
negative gradient of F, which is

−∇F(Pz) = −DT (
D · vec(Pz)− g

)

and hence, the update for each optimization step k with re-
spect to the optimization constraint is

Pz
k+1 = ProjB

(
Pz

k − τk · ∇F(Pz
k)
)
,

with τk the step size for the iteration k.
The projection of the point coordinates Pz

k onto the set B
is given by

ProjB

(
Pz

k

)
=


Pz

k , ‖Pz −Pz
k‖2 ≤ δ

Pz
k −

(
1−

√
δ

‖Pz
k−Pz‖

) (
Pz −Pz

k

)
, ‖Pz −Pz

k‖2 > δ.

Now, a sensible choice of the step size τk is to be made.
By observing the objective functional F, it can be seen that a
convex quadratic problem is to be solved.

The valid step size is

τ =
‖∇F(Pz)‖2
‖D · ∇F(Pz)‖2 .

The step size with respect to the gradient of F at Pz
k has to be

calculated for each step k.
Putting all results together, the data-fusion algorithm is as

follows:

Algorithm Data-Fusion

Input: Point coordinates P, normals N
Output: Fitted z-coordinate P̃z

Calculate g, D, ∇F
Let ε > 0, k = 0, P̃z

0 = Pz

while
∥∥∥P̃z

k+1 − P̃z
k

∥∥∥ > ε do

Calculate τk =
‖∇F(P̃z

k)‖2
‖D·∇F(P̃z

k)‖2
P̃z

k+1 = ProjB

(
P̃z

k − τE∇F(P̃z
k)
)

Calculate ∇F(P̃z
k+1)

k← k + 1
end while

5 Experimental Results and Conclusions

To verify the feasibility of the algorithm, a MATLAB im-
plementation of the algorithm has been created. Two sets of
measurement results were used. On the one hand a plane mir-
ror and on the other hand a spherical mirror. In the first case
all normal directions of the point coordinates are almost the
same, since the measured object is plane. But, a calculation
of normals with respect to the measured point coordinates
leads to deviation up to 20◦ at some points. With the sec-
ond data set similar results in deviations are observed. Since
problems can occur during data fusion, further examinations
of the data type itself will be done.

5.1 Implementation

In practice, a point coordinate at the boundary of the mea-
sured object will have fewer neighbours than eight. Also,
point coordinates within the object can have fewer neigh-
bours, e.g., if the measured object has a hole within, has
scratches or at some coordinates points could not be mea-
sured.

Thus, when the matrix Vi, j is formed, there can be en-
tries that are not defined and so Vi, j (cf. section 3) will have
a smaller number of rows. Thus, the matrices Ci, j and Di, j

and the vector zi, j will also be smaller during the calcula-
tion of the gradient of pz

i, j. In this case, all rows and columns
corresponding to the undefined point coordinates have to be
deleted.
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5 Experimental results and conclusions

To verify the feasibility of the algorithm, a MATLAB im-

plementation of the algorithm has been created. Two sets of

measurement results were used. On the one hand a plane mir-

ror and on the other hand a spherical mirror. In the first case

all normal directions of the point coordinates are almost the

same, since the measured object is plane. But, a calculation

of normals with respect to the measured point coordinates

leads to deviations of up to 20◦ at some points. With the sec-

ond data set similar results in deviations are observed. Since

problems can occur during data fusion, further examinations

of the data type itself will be done.

5.1 Implementation

In practice, a point coordinate at the boundary of the mea-

sured object will have fewer neighbors than eight. Also, point

coordinates within the object can have fewer neighbors, e.g.,

if the measured object has a hole within, has scratches or if

some coordinate points could not be measured.

Thus, when the matrix Vi,j is formed, there can be en-

tries that are not defined and so Vi,j (cf. Sect. 3) will have

a smaller number of rows. Thus, the matrices Ci,j and Di,j

and the vector zi,j will also be smaller during the calculation

of the gradient of pzi,j . In this case, all rows and columns

corresponding to the undefined point coordinates have to be

deleted.

After calculating Di,j , the deleted rows and columns of the

matrix will be reinserted by writing zeros in the proper row

and column, thereby acquiring its original size of 2× 8. For

insertion, zeros were chosen, because these entries should not

and will not be changed during the calculation process. After

that the entries of Di,j can be written within the matrix D.

The matrix D is a sparse matrix, since one point coordinate

has at most eight direct neighbors. This matrix is of dimen-

sion 2m×n, the first m rows are corresponding to the partial

derivatives with respect to x, the second to the partial deriva-

tives with respect to y. The principal diagonal of the first m

rows and of the second m rows of D has entries correspond-

ing to the point coordinate pzi,j and so on. So the entries of

each matrix Di,j can be saved in vectors, which can be writ-

ten on the diagonals of D.

5.2 Results

Different data sets were used for the tests. Here, results of the

data-fusion process will be shown in direct comparison of the

data before and after the calculation. The comparison will be

shown by two different measured objects. These objects are

a plane reference mirror and a spherical reference mirror.

In Fig. 5 the logarithm of the value of the objective func-

tional for both measured objects is shown. In both semi-

logarithmic plots it can be seen that the value is falling even

by 1000 iteration steps.

As an a posteriori validation of the assumption that the

noise in the z coordinate of the coordinate measurement

was indeed Gaussian distributed, we show histograms of the

residuum of the originally measured z coordinate with the

www.j-sens-sens-syst.net/3/281/2014/ J. Sens. Sens. Syst., 3, 281–290, 2014
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Figure 5. Logarithm of functional value during iteration for a mea-

sured plane reference mirror (lower curve) and for the spherical ref-

erence mirror (upper curve).

new z coordinate after data fusion in Fig. 6. It turns out that

the histograms are approximately Gaussian and, since our

data-fusion model in fact produces consistent data of point

coordinates and normals, this verifies a posteriori that the as-

sumption of a Gaussian distribution was valid.

In Fig. 7 the gradients of the measured plane and mea-

sured spherical reference mirror were plotted. The two plots

on the left-hand side show the gradients of the plane mirror

before and after the data-fusion process. The two plots on

the right-hand side show the same for the spherical mirror.

In every plot of this figure the gradients with respect to the

measured normals are given in red and the calculated gradi-

ents with respect to the point coordinates are given in green.

As one can see, the measured gradients all are pointing al-

most in the same direction, which is reasonable because the

two measured objects did not have any visible jumps on the

surface. The calculated gradients before data fusion other-

wise differ considerably from the calculated ones. After data

fusion the gradients with respect to the fitted point coordi-

nates were calculated. On each of the right-hand side plots it

can be seen that the new calculated gradients lie on the mea-

sured gradients. Hence, the data-fusion process leads to same

information of the orientation of the measured surface.

In Fig. 8, the point coordinates before and after data fusion

are shown. The surface is colored according to the deviation

of the angle between the measured normal and the normal

calculated with respect to the point coordinates before and

after the optimization process. The color bar is given in de-

grees.

Before data fusion, the error between the normal vectors

on the surface defined by the point coordinates and the mea-

sured normal vectors was up to 20◦ at some coordinates.
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Figure 6. Top panel: residuum of the measured z coordinate and

the z coordinate after data fusion in the plane reference mirror case.

Bottom panel: residuum of the measured z coordinate and the z co-

ordinate after data fusion in the spherical reference mirror case.

After optimization the maximal error was below 1◦ in all co-

ordinates.

In Fig. 9 the flatness deviation of a cross section through

the plane mirror is shown. The original data obtained from

triangulation shows a noise amplitude of about 20 µm. The

data-fusion process reduces the noise level by approximately

an order of magnitude. For the spherical mirror very similar

results are obtained.
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Figure 7. Clipped area of plane and spherical mirror gradients before and after the data-fusion process with 1000 iterations. Measured

gradients in red, calculated gradients from the point coordinates in green.
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Figure 8. Left: measured point coordinates. Right: point coordinates after optimization. The red vector is a measured normal, the green a

calculated normal. The color encodes the error between calculated normals and measured normals in degrees.

5.3 Conclusions

In this paper a novel evaluation approach for a deflectometric

measurement has been developed. The results of such a mea-

surement, when carried out with multiple reference planes

and active triangulation of the incident and reflected light

rays, are the three-dimensional point coordinates and normal

directions for each valid pixel of the camera. Due to the lo-

cal and absolute measurement, the point coordinates are very

robust against systematic deviations but with stochastic devi-

ations in the order of 10 µm. However, the commonly applied

integration or regularization of the normal directions yields

a smooth surface with stochastic deviations in the nanometer

range but is sensitive to global form deviations due to sys-

tematic influences. The data-fusion method proposed in this

work combines both data sets by adjusting the point coordi-

nates to the measured normal directions such that the data is

consistent up to the measured tolerances. This adjustment is

done in a uniform way such that no systematic deviations are

expected to occur.
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Figure 9. Flatness deviation of one row of the plane mirror before and after data fusion.

The method has been tested with real data sets for a pla-

nar and a spherical mirror. It has been shown that the spatial

noise level of the resulting point cloud could be reduced by

more than an order of magnitude without sacrificing any of

the major advantages of a local and absolute measurement,

such as the ability to measure nonsmooth surfaces.
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Appendix A

A list of all the important variables used.

B ={∥∥Pz− P̃z
∥∥2
≤ δ

} The sphere with radius δ around the measured z coordinate Pz.

C Matrix.

Di,j = (Vi,j )+ ·C Difference matrixcorresponding to the point coordinate pi,j .

D Difference matrix summarized from alldifference matrices Di,j .

δ Tolerance value for shiftingdistance of the point coordinates.

F
(
Pz
)

Objective functionalwith respect to the z coordinates of the measured points.

g Gradient with respect to the z coordinates of the points.

N Measured normal vectors.

Nx , Ny , Nz The x, y, z coordinates of the measurednormal vectors.

P Measured point coordinates.

Px , Py , Pz The x, y, z coordinates of the measured point coordinates.

ProjB (X) The projection of the set X of point coordinates into the sphere B.

vk The vectors which point from a pointcoordinate pi,j to its neighbors.

Vi,j Matrix containing all vectors vk .(
Vi,j

)+
Pseudo inverse of matrix Vi,j .
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